Selwyn-Waihora Zone Committee (Water Management)

94TH ORDINARY MEETING OF THE
SELWYN-WAIHORA ZONE COMMITTEE
TO BE HELD IN THE GLENTUNNEL
COMMUNITY HALL
2652 HOMEBUSH ROAD, GLENTUNNEL
ON TUESDAY 4 JUNE 2019
AT 2PM

"If there is magic on this planet, it is contained in water..."
Loran Eisely, US Author
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SELWYN WAIHORA ZONE COMMITTEE
TUESDAY 04 June 2019,
Glentunnel Community Hall
ORDER OF BUSINESS

Item Time
2.00pm

1

2
3

2.20pm
2.30pm
3.15pm
3.45pm
4.30pm
5.15
5.30pm

Description
Meeting commences with karakia and formal order of business:
• Apologies
• Identification of Urgent General Business
• Te Reo
•
Confirmation of minutes 2 April 2019 (Pages 4 - 11)
• Matters Arising & actions from last meeting
• Correspondence (Page 12)
• Update from Zone Committee members on activities and meetings attended that
relate to the Committee’s outcomes for the zone, including:
o Untouched World’s waterwise hikoi & final presentation (Fiona, Megan
and Annie)
o CWMS Regional Committee’s field-trip on ‘Farm Environment Plans and
Audits – are they just more paper or are they prompting real change?’
o Zone Committee update to Christchurch City Council on 23 May
• Report to and from Regional Committee Meeting (Benita Wakefield)
General Public contribution
Selwyn River Waikirikiri Plan Working Group presentation (Pages 12 - 24)
BREAK
Continued discussion with working group
Swimmable Selwyn at Coes Ford [Sylvia McAslan and Duncan Gray] (Pages 25 - 45)
Zone Facilitator’s Report (Pages 45 - 66)
Miria Goodwin, Environment Canterbury
Approximate finish time
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MINUTES OF THE 92nd MEETING OF THE SELWYN WAIHORA ZONE COMMITTEE
HELD ON THE WAIREWA MARAE, ON TUESDAY 2 APRIL 2019 COMMENCING AT
3.30PM
AGENDA SUMMARY
Item Time
Description
3.30pm

Presenter

3.50pm

Meeting commences with karakia and formal order of
business:
• Apologies
• Identification of Urgent General Business
• Confirmation of minutes 5 March 2019
• Matters Arising & actions from last meeting
• Report to and from Regional Committee Meeting
• Update from Zone Committee members on activities
and meetings attended that relate to the Committee’s
outcomes for the zone
• Correspondence
General Public Contribution

1.

4.00pm

Selwyn River Waikirikiri Plan Working Group update

Paul Hodgson

2.

4.05pm

Environment Canterbury zone team update

3.

4.15pm

Banks Peninsula and Selwyn Waihora Zone Committee
neighbouring-zone conversations

4.30pm

Short break followed by conversations focused on Wairewa
history, kaitiakitanga, mahinga kai, Ngāi Tahu values, te reo

Johannes Welsch,
Environment
Canterbury
Miria Goodwin,
Environment
Canterbury
Iaean Cranwell,
zone committee
Rūnanga reps,
Mananui Ramsden

5.45pm

Approximate finish time

6.00pm

Dinner for committee members at Wairewa marae
Followed by evening activities (weaving and eeling) and overnight stay for
zone committee members

PRESENT
Dr Benita Wakefield (Te Rūnanga o Wairewa), Kylie-Jane Philips (Te Rūnanga o Rapaki);
Les Wanhalla (Te Rūnanga o Taumutu), Councillor Murray Lemon (Selwyn District Council),
Megan Hands (Community Member), Paul Hodgson (Community Member), Councillor Iaean
Cranwell (Canterbury Regional Council), Simon Hay (Community Member), Annie McLaren
(Community Member); Fiona McDonald (Community Member); and Allen Lim (Community
Member)
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IN ATTENDANCE
Miria Goodwin, Dr Johannes Welsch, Lesley Woudberg, Gillian Jenkins (Canterbury
Regional Council)
Members of the public and other industry partners
Ben Fraser, Bruce Wakefield and Stephanie Dykstra
Prior to the formal start of the meeting, the Zone Committee and guests enjoyed a field trip
to Birdlings Flat / Te Mata Hapuku to hear about changes in the lake and its management
and learn about mahinga kai.
The meeting began with a pōwhiri and afternoon tea. Everyone had an opportunity to work
on and present their mihi.
Les Wanhalla opened the meeting and handed chairing over to Megan Hands.

APOLOGIES
Apologies were received from Ron Pellow (Community Member), George Tikao (Te
Rūnanga o Ōnuku); Karaitiana Taiuru (Te Rūnanga o Koukourārata); Mayor Sam Broughton
(Selwyn District Council); and Councillor Anne Galloway (Christchurch City Council)
Moved: Megan Hands /Seconded: Les Wanhalla
That the Committee accept the apologies, as noted.
CARRIED

IDENTIFICATION OF URGENT GENERAL BUSINESS
None.

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES
Minutes of the 91st Meeting of the Selwyn Waihora Zone Committee (Water
Management) held on Tuesday 5 March 2019

Moved (as amended): Fiona McDonald / Seconded: Cr Iaean Cranwell
That the minutes of the 91st meeting of the Selwyn Waihora Zone Committee (Water
Management) held on Tuesday 5 March 2019, as amended, be confirmed.
CARRIED
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MATTERS ARISING AND ACTIONS FROM MINUTES
None requiring attention.

REPORT FROM REGIONAL WATER MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE MEETING
The report from the Regional Water Management Committee meeting was taken as read.

UPDATE FROM ZONE COMMITTEE MEMBERS ON ACTIVITIES AND MEETINGS
ATTENDED THAT RELATE TO THE COMMITTEE’S OUTCOMES FOR THE ZONE
Members of the Zone Committee reported on meetings attended that relate to the work of
the Zone Committee including:
Allen Lim
Dr Benita Wakefield
Councillor Murray Lemon
Megan Hands

Freshwater Leaders Group and presented ZC 2018 Annual Report to
Christchurch City Council
New chair of Banks Peninsula ZC and rep to the Regional Committee
Stormwater working group at SDC, the AGM of ECan’s Selwyn River Rating
Group, addressing concerns about Waikirikiri shingle build up, and talked to the
year 10 Social studies group at Ellesmere college
South Island Agri Field Days, the Zone Committee’s silverstream spring-head
planting day, and the TWAG agencies group, plus co-chair meeting with
Facilitator

Paul Hodgson
Councillor Iaean Cranwell
Simon Hay

Attended and thanked people on behalf of the zone committee – the
Silverstream spring-head planting day with Dairy NZ and ECan

Annie McLaren
Fiona McDonald
Les Wanhalla

Strategic planning group that is writing a manifesto for outdoor and recreation
opportunities
Fish monitoring in the lagoon is well underway. Two pools are now dug. Cochair meeting with facilitator.

Kylie-Jane Phillips

CORRESPONDENCE
None.

GENERAL PUBLIC CONTRIBUTION
None.
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1. SELWYN WAIKIRIKIRI PLAN WORKING GROUP UPDATE
(Paul Hodgson)
Recent workshop on what makes a “healthy river” – what are the components to
measure and what actions will lead to the desired state. The workshop was hard – the
aim was to get everyone thinking beyond general labels such as “improving
biodiversity” to what that actually looks like and what are the actions needed to get
there.
There was a discussion on the best ways to report incidents and initiate action – SNAP,
SEND AND SOLVE app is good for incidents that don’t require immediate action.
Phoning the Pollution Hotline is the best way to report incidents that require immediate
action. If it needs to be done right away, photographic evidence is helpful.…
An action for the Working Group could be to educate / raise awareness of the most
effective ways of reporting incidents.

2. ENVIRONMENT CANTERBURY ZONE TEAM UPDATE
(Johannes Welsch, Environment Canterbury)
Quarterly Report was provided as part of the agenda and taken as read.
Dr Johannes Welsch (Zone Manager) highlighted the following projects
•
•

•
•
•
•

Swimmable Selwyn
Planting at a springhead with Dairy NZ Friday 29 March
Mudfish Protection – Haldon Pastures
Solar panels installed as part of an electric fish barrier to keep salmonids out –
commissioning of the project expected in the near future
Synlait Board
On a noho marae
Ahuriri Lagoon – recreation of the wetland
Earthworks underway
Land use consents
Following up with landowners requiring consents
In zone – reporting
Working toward an ability to report collaboration with other agencies

3. BANKS PENINSULA AND SELWYN WAIHORA ZONE COMMITTEE
NEIGHBOURING ZONE CONVERSATIONS
Then followed a discussion led by Dr Benita Wakefield and with Gillian Jenkins, zone
lead for Banks Peninsula from ECan, and Lesley Woudberg and Cr Iaean Cranwell.
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The question was asked what are the difference and what can the zone committee
learn from Banks Peninsula. The following bullet points reflect the conversation that
followed:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The zone is water short – reliant on small creeks and rainfall for their water
Limited flat land and limited irrigation – 1-2 dairy farms
Short steep catchments
Implications for width of riparian margins, stock exclusion and fencing
Each valley/catchment unique
Main issues
o Safe/reliable drinking water
o Managing/disposing of waste water
o Water quality
 Sediment naturally high in phosphorous is the main nutrient issues
– not nitrates
 Sediment practical sizes very small – become suspended in the
water column – difficult to settle out – implications for size of
sediment retention basins and time water needs to remain in a
basin
 Phosphorous gets recycled in Lake Wairewa each summer as the
water warms and toxic blooms are initiated
 Implications of cruise ship visits (sedimentation, engine-noise, onshore infrastructure)
 Septic tank issues
o Flooding
 Little River experience, Rating District, implications for riparian
managment

The public meeting closed at 6.00pm. Zone members were invited to stay for dinner and
for an overnight stay on the marae, to participate in eeling and / or weaving. They also
learnt from Councillor Cranwell about mahinga kai.

DATED this

day of

________________________
CO-CHAIR

2019

____________________________
CO-CHAIR
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ACTIONS FROM MEETING
Name
ECan

Action
•
•
•

ECan Zone Team
•
•
•
•

SWZC Facilitator

•
•

•

Provide progress report against ZIP Addendum (and
Selwyn Te Waihora Plan) outcomes / targets
Update on Lake margin wetlands and wet pasture
Update on possible purchase of land in lower
Silverstream.
Provide Dairy Monitoring Report when completed
Provide information on Land use consent information
of farms
Invite DairyNZ to future meeting to present on large
catchment project relating to dairy farms
Arrange update on Monitoring of water quality - where
and how it is done
Arrange briefing on water balance for the Zone
Arrange more time for discussion on Overseer
Arrange for DoC update on LINZ land adjacent to
Rakaia River near Te Pirita with high biodiversity
values.
Arrange for update on chlorination and drinking water
from Selwyn District Council staff
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Photo 1: Selwyn Waihora Zone Committee members at Wairewa Marae in April 2019

Photo 2: The Selwyn Waihora Zone Committee learns about mahinga kai: Tuna caught the previous night
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Photo 3: Allen Lim of the Selwyn Waihora Zone Committee learning how to catch Tuna at Te Roto o Wairewa
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Selwyn Waihora Water Zone Committee

Arapata Reuben

Chair, Christchurch West Melton Zone Committee
14 May 2019
Kia ora Arapata,
The Selwyn Waihora Zone Committee have heard, through our co-chair/your committee member
Les Wanhalla, our Environment Canterbury Council rep Cr laean Cranwell, and others, that the
Christchurch West Melton Zone Committee has been doing some great work on urban water issues
with your Christchurch community. The Selwyn Waihora Zone Committee will have an urban focus
for our 6 August meeting this year, where will be discussing issues around drinking water,
stormwater, wastewater, and urban growth within our district.
We would like to invite Christchurch West Melton Zone committee members to attend this meeting,
and in particular we would be very interested to hear about your committee's stormwater super
heroes work, your research into the effect of nitrates on colorectal cancer and your communication
with the Ministry of Health on this matter, hear more about the ways you engage with the people of
Christchurch, and how you've engaged with local government on rules around copper brake pads.
We in turn would be happy to discuss any matters relating to our zone with you, and to discuss zone
committee work in general with you, our neighbours.
We look forward to hearing your response. The meeting will be held at the Lakeside Soldiers
Memorial Hall in Leeston, from 2-Spm on the 6th of August.
Nga mihi,

~-

Megan Hands and L
Co-Chairs, Selwyn W · or

The Selwyn Waihora Water Zone committee is a
community led committee supported by councils.

IJ

fb.com/canterburywater

A

Christchurch
City Council,~

~ Environment
~ Canterbury

Regional Council
Kounih,ro Taiao

A', Wotfoho
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AGENDA ITEM NO: 3

SUBJECT MATTER:
Waikirikiri/Selwyn River Working Group’s draft
report and meeting notes

REPORT BY: Miria Goodwin, Environment
Canterbury

DATE OF MEETING: 4 June 2019

1. Summary
In May 2018 the Selwyn Waihora Zone Committee established a temporary working group to:
“Propose a roadmap to achieve a healthy Waikirikiri/Selwyn River with healthy people”
The group has been convened by Paul Hodgson of the Selwyn Waihora Zone Committee and included
four other members of the zone committee as well as individuals from throughout the catchment.
The draft report of the working group for the Selwyn Waihora Zone Committee will be circulated as soon
as possible prior to the zone committee meeting. Attached are the groups’ meeting notes for the last
three meetings (previous notes are incorporated into earlier zone committee papers).
2. Purpose of the session
For the Selwyn Waihora Zone Committee to:
-

Listen to members of the Waikirikiri/Selwyn River Working Group discuss their work and
achievements
Discuss the findings and recommendations with the working group
Identify potential next steps for the zone committee and for the working group

3. Zone Committee actions
At the Selwyn Waihora Zone Committee’s 4 June meeting, the working group will report back to the zone
committee. Zone Committee members please come prepared for this session by:
1. Reading and considering the report that will be circulated prior to the meeting
2. Thinking of any questions you have for working group members
3. Considering the process, achievements, and recommendations documented in the report;
a. What are your overall reflections?
b. What are your messages for the working group?
i. Positives
ii. Concerns or challenges
c. What could the next steps be for the working group?
d. What could the next steps be for the zone committee?

The working group has requested a response from the zone committee by the end of September 2019.
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Selwyn River/Waikirikiri Plan Working Group
Seventh meeting, 19 June 2019, Lincoln Events Centre, 1-4pm
Attendees: Attendees: Paul Hodgson (Convenor and Zone committee), Mike Glover (SWWIM), David
Irvine, John Grigg, James Guild (Farmers), Denise Ford (Waihora Ellesmere Trust), Brett Painter
(Environment Canterbury), Rachel Brown (Department of Conservation) Scott Pearson (Fish and
Game), Katie Nimmo, Jenny Webster-Brown, Ollie Rutland-Sims (Waterways Centre for Freshwater
Management), Les Wanhalla (Zone Committee), Miria Goodwin, Tim Davie (Environment Canterbury
Zone Facilitator)

Apologies: Ron Pellow, Iaean Cranwell, Murray Lemon, Warrick James

Purpose of the working group:
[From TOR] The purpose of the “plan” is to pick up issues from the Selwyn Water seminars hosted in
2017 by the Zone Committee and to propose a roadmap to achieve a healthy Waikirikiri/Selwyn
River with healthy people.
Meeting Summary
Paul Hodgson welcomed everyone to the meeting and all stood to observe 2 minutes silence in
recognition of the attack at two Christchurch mosques the week before.
Paul described the objective of the workshop as ‘to understand what a healthy Selwyn Waikirikiri
river looks like?’ and introduced Professor Jenny Webster Brown from the Waterways Centre for
Freshwater Management to the group.
Jenny explained that in today’s workshop and using the vision that the group have already
articulated, the group will create a series of reference statements for the river that identifies a range
of desirable bench marks for restoring a river system.
There are different ways to think about a reference state for rivers. These include
•
•
•
•

Historical data and memory
Minimally disturbed condition
Least disturbed condition
Best attainable condition.

It was acknowledged that there is very little data that can be used to understand the state of the
river prior to the 1980s.
Jenny noted that the group’s vision so far consists of broad headings; e.g. use of river, water
quantity, water quality, holistic, biodiversity. Reference states are more specific/detail than a
general vision statement.
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Oral History of the Selwyn Waikirikiri River
Ollie Rutland-Simms (Waterways Centre for Freshwater Management Summer Scholar) delivered a
Power Point presentation on oral histories of the Selwyn Waikirikiririver. This report will be provided
to the group by the end of March.
Ollie interviewed nine people throughout the catchment. He showed photographs and described
how the river has, over the years, provided social interactions, family events, baptisms,
opportunities to learn new skills, celebrate social occasions. Ollie’s presentation is attached.
The working group appreciated Ollie’s work and presentation and found it useful for framing the rest
of the workshop. Les Wanhalla noted that there were no tangata whenua interviewees and
reminded the Waterways Centre staff that Raewyn Solomon is the first point of contact for Taumutu
for any ongoing research on the Waikirikiri. Scott Pearson suggested that the group look out for
Katherine Knight’s book New Zealand’s Rivers: an Environmental History for further information.
Creating reference statements for the Selwyn Waikirikiri River.
The rest of the workshop focused on creating reference statements for the Selwyn Waikirikiri River.
The group used their vision to create reference statements for each of the following topics:
-

Water Quantity
Water Quality
Food source/mahinga kai
Biodiversity
Recreation

These reference statements will be written up, confirmed, and used to create a matrix that will
identify actions that are already underway or required to achieve the reference state. This will
inform the development of the working group’s roadmap for the Selwyn Waikiriri River.
Next Meeting
The next meeting will be held on 16 April 2019 at Lincoln Events Centre.
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Selwyn River/Waikirikiri Plan Working Group
Eighth meeting, 16 April 2019, 1-4 pm at Lincoln Events Centre
Attendees: Paul Hodgson (Convenor and Zone committee), Mike Glover (SWWIM), David Irvine, John Grigg, Warrick
James (Farmers), Denise Ford (Waihora Ellesmere Trust), Brett Painter (Environment Canterbury), Katie Nimmo
(Waterways Centre for Freshwater Management), Iaean Cranwell (Environment Canterbury Councillor and Zone
Committee), Les Wanhalla (Zone Committee), Murray lemon (SDC and Zone Committee), Miria Goodwin
(Environment Canterbury Zone Facilitator), Rachel Brown (Department of Conservation) Scott Pearson (Fish and
Game), Ron Pellow (Zone Committee) Dan Clark and Tim Davie (Environment Canterbury)
Apologies: James Guild
Purpose of the working group:
[From TOR] The purpose of the “plan” is to pick up issues from the Selwyn Water seminars hosted in 2017 by the
Zone Committee and to propose a roadmap to achieve a healthy Waikirikiri/Selwyn River with healthy people.
8th meeting aims:
• Further exploring the issues of nitrates
• Finalising documentation and confirming next steps

Meeting summary
Introduction
Paul Hodgson welcomed everyone to the meeting and welcomed Tim Davie and Dan Clark to answer some questions
from the group about nitrates.

Nitrates – Tim Davie and Dan Clark
Members of the group were asked at the last meeting to identify any further questions or concerns that they would
like addressed by the group. Mike Glover provided a list of questions about nitrates, shown below with brief notes
taken from the discussion on each question.
Tim and Dan explained, by way of background, that the Central Plains scheme (the scheme itself, not the nutrient
load) was already consented when the process for developing the Land and Water Regional Plan’s Plan Change 1
(PC1) was started. Under the Resource Management Act (RMA), this means that the scheme had to be treated as
part of the context in the consenting process. They explained how the PC1 was developed (through a community
process started in 2011/12 that led to the Selwyn Waihora Zone Committee’s Zone Implementation Programme
Addendum (ZIPA) which was used by Environment Canterbury to draft the Plan that then went through the RMA
process and was notified in February 2016). Tim described some of the dilemmas discussed by the zone committee
with the community, including the CPW-related benefit of non-use of deep groundwater in the upper plains (making
more water available for streams further down the catchment), and the negative aspect of more nitrogen being
added to the environment through more intensive farming. The committee and community had to weigh this up.
After a few specific questions and answers amongst the group, Tim reiterated that this is context for the way the
zone committee was thinking at the time.
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Nitrate Questions
1. Verification of Mike’s graph (see notes below and graph attached)
Dan Clark summarised Mike Glover’s graph (see photo of diagram attached to these notes). He said that if he had
drawn it the graph would look very similar, and he thanked Mike for going to the effort of creating the graph.
Dan explained that most of the numbers in it come from PC1 – they are the loads allocated in the Plan for
community, industrial use, and 2 different farming ones. Dan clarified that:
•
•
•
•

the CPW 979T is the additional load (after January 2015).
The number at the top (5600T) is the estimate of the load that would occur without the limits set in PC1,
3200T is the estimate of the historic load that has resulted in the concentrations currently seen in the
environment
4830 T is the limit in the Plan.

Dan clarified in answer to some questions that Plan Change 1 reduces how much worse the load will get. Scott
Pearson mentioned the difficult situation of trying to balance the competing goals of environmental benefit and
economic growth. Brett Painter added that the full development of CPW probably won’t happen, but the number of
5600T assumes it will. Their limit is 60,000 ha and they’re at about 47,000 now.
2. Expected nitrate levels in the Selwyn in the future when/if the total catchment load gets to the 4800
T mark.
The Plan sets limits at an annual median concentration of 6.9 mg/l (higher than current) and an annual 95th
percentile of 9.8mg/l in the lower Selwyn River. Concentrations have been steadily increasing over time and you can
see the seasonal difference. The limit of 6.9 is really close, and the prediction is that it will go over the limit and then
come down again due in part to the dilutionary effect of the load. There is some indication that Harts Creek are now
seeing the effects of non-use groundwater (dilution effects) but this is not yet visible for other parts.
3. Will the near river recharge project (its dilutionary effect) have any effect on future higher levels of
nitrate in the river? Will they need more water to dilute it, etc?
The Near River Recharge Project is primarily about water quantity improvements during dry periods. It will have
some dilution affect but this is minor. The project is also intermittent – it gets turned on and off. It won’t be turned
on in wetter periods which is when peak nutrients are more of a problem. The proposed consent condition does say
that only clean water can be put into the ground, so we can be confident that water quality will not get worse.
4. A list of all nitrate mitigating projects currently happening, in the pipeline or deemed necessary in
the future in the Selwyn catchment and an estimate of the costs of these and who/what is paying for
them.
There are no big catchment-wide projects being trialled in this catchment. There are many projects and
improvements being made on-farm, and there is the Whakaora Te Ahuriri Project that is about reducing nitrates.
https://tewaihora.org/whakaora-te-ahuriri/
5. More detail about a working group from ECAN and the CDHB which met in regards to the health
issues in the Canterbury environment – including the Blue Baby Syndrome risk from nitrate
poisoning.
2
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Environment Canterbury and the Canterbury District Health Boards are continuously working on a range of projects
together including communications about and issues around drinking water and nitrates. Following the Havelock North
crisis (August 2016, when a high number of people fell ill after drinking water contaminated with campylobacter from
the Havelock North drinking-water supply), Canterbury councils and the District Health Board set up the Canterbury
Drinking Water Reference Group to better coordinate work programmes, risks and information for the public.
The purpose of the CDWRG was to report to the Chief Executives Forum and Canterbury Mayoral Forum on
the vulnerability of community drinking water supplies in Canterbury, to ensure co-ordinated contingency
planning and implement any amendments to current practices as may be required as a result of Stage 1 and
2 of the Inquiry.
To date the collaborative work of the CDWRG has included:
• reviewing compliance in the Canterbury region with current regulation;
• identifying high-risk drinking water supplies, alongside current measures and plans to mitigate or eliminate
these risks;
• reviewing contingency planning and preparedness for a contamination response;
• sharing of contingency plans across the region for learnings and to enable the creation of best practice
approaches; and
• reviewing and developing recommendations on any other measures that may be required to ensure the
security of drinking water supplies, including any associated costs of such measures.
The work of the CDWRG has enhanced strong relationships and brought about a higher level of trust and
openness between councils and agencies in the Canterbury region. There is agreement from the Chief
Executive Forum that the CDWRG will continue to deliver a collaborative approach to ensuring that drinking
water standards are effectively managed and any lessons learned and recommendations from Stage 2 of the
Government Inquiry are considered and implemented wherever possible.
6. Are they able to give an indication of future health risks from Blue Baby Syndrome when/if the
catchment load gets to 4800T? It seems safe to assume that a lot more domestic supplies will
exceed the 11.3mg/l danger level when the catchment load gets that’s high. This ties in with the
healthy river/healthy people aspect the group agreed on at the start.
Recently the Christchurch West Melton Zone committee investigated some research from Denmark (Schullehner, J.,
Hansen, B., Thygesen, M., Pedersen, C.B. and Sigsgaard, T. (2018). Nitrate in drinking water and colorectal cancer
risk: a nationwide population-based cohort study. International Journal of Cancer, 143: 73-79) on the risks of
colorectal cancer from nitrates in drinking water. that the committee concluded there is not enough evidence and
have written to the Ministry of Health to ask whether the Ministry has a programme of work focused on this
research, and if so, how it will be used to determine the appropriateness of MAV for nitrate.
7. At the moment ECan has a risk map for nitrates in Selwyn but all the onus is on individual residents
to get their water tested and remediated if it is high in nitrates. If nitrate levels go up as predicted
then more will have to be done by ECan? to provide safe water/mitigate the risks by providing
technical/ financial help to affected residents (just as it would be done for those on community
supplies)
Tim and others explained that this is a hard question to answer. It is part of the three waters review led by central
government, and in Canterbury local government works with the health board to ensure that information about the
risks goes to the right people (working mainly with midwives to ensure those in the most at-risk areas know what
water to use for bottle-fed babies). At the moment the onus is on individuals to test their wells and purchase their
3
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own filters. Scott Pearson noted that S32 analyses often don’t account for issues like this – the health and wellbeing
implications.
Miria and the group thanked Tim and Dan for their time, and the group had a break for afternoon tea.

Discussion – where to next?
Miria reminded the group where they had got to thus far and explained that a sub-group is still working on a range
of documents; technical reference statements, projects and maps. Miria asked the group whether they’re ready to
meet with the Zone Committee in May. While some felt comfortable with going to the zone committee with some
draft documents, others felt more needed to be done, including:
•

Technical work:
o more work and clarity around the reference statements, including making them specific to the
Waikirikiri and ensuring that cultural issues and mahinga kai/kaitiakitanga is incorporated
o Further clarification of a healthy Selwyn River. The group had a long discussion on this topic, with
members noting that there will be many different perspectives on this and not everyone will agree.
Ron Pellow reminded the group that the TOR talks about an ‘acceptable state’ not a ‘desired state’.

•

Recommendations: More time to talk through our recommendations and solutions and ‘how to’ to get a
clear statement of “these are the issues we want to address”. The group has requested help from Jenny
Webster-Brown to do this. Specific extra things to include in recommendations are:
o retirement of land, riparian planting and wetlands
o more concentrated effort in monitoring back to the source of the problem. We need to know where
the problem is coming from. Need to monitor for specific reasons
o want to see continual improvement from the baseline data that we do have. We can’t benchmark
against data that we don’t have
o need to be more specific around how much continual improvement we need
o need a website that provides more information for farming assistance to improve water quality– e.g.
about funding. Need more positive stories about what is happening in catchment as well.
o More ideas on what to do about/recommend for nitrates. The group discussed some unspoken
tension in the room about nitrate loads in the Selwyn, and how to deal with costs, whether/how to
make this a whole of community solution, how to get a step-change rather than incremental
improvements (e.g. putting any recommendations on a spectrum of who pays), the fact that nitrates
are a really big issue, not just in Selwyn, and the idea that recommending to the zone committee
that nitrate targets are not good enough and need to be reviewed are valid.

Actions:
1. Miria will:
a. seek agreement from the Selwyn Waihora Zone Committee Co-chairs that the working group comes
to discuss their work in June instead of May
b. arrange another meeting in May for the working group
c. arrange another meeting as soon as possible for those working on the technical documents
d. Send Iaean Cranwell relevant documents to help him incorporate cultural aspects in discussion with
Taumutu rūnanga

4
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2. Group members to:
a. Send any ideas for recommendations to Katie Nimmo
b. Talk to Paul or Miria with any other ideas or concerns

Attachment 3b

The meeting concluded at 4.00pm. The next meeting will be held on 20 May 2019
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PC1 and Nitrogen Pollution in Selwyn (M Glover, April 2019)
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Selwyn River/Waikirikiri Plan Working Group
Ninth meeting, 20 May 2019, 1-4 pm at Lincoln Events Centre
Attendees: Paul Hodgson (Convenor and Zone committee), Mike Glover (SWWIM), David Irvine,
John Grigg, (Farmers), Denise Ford (Waihora Ellesmere Trust), Brett Painter (Environment
Canterbury), Katie Nimmo (Waterways Centre for Freshwater Management), Les Wanhalla (Zone
Committee), Miria Goodwin (Environment Canterbury Zone Facilitator), Rachel Brown (Department
of Conservation) Scott Pearson (Fish and Game), Ron Pellow (Zone Committee), Jenny Webster
Brown (Waterways Centre for Freshwater Management)
Apologies: James Guild, Iaean Cranwell, Murray Lemon, Rachel Brown, Warrick James
Purpose of the working group:
[From TOR] The purpose of the “plan” is to pick up issues from the Selwyn Water seminars hosted in
2017 by the Zone Committee and to propose a roadmap to achieve a healthy Waikirikiri/Selwyn
River with healthy people.
9th meeting aims:
•
•
•
•
•

Complete reference statements with Jenny Webster-Brown
Discuss ‘bright ideas’ – new to the group
Finalise the recommendations matrix and roadmap report
Discuss process for the meeting with Selwyn Waihora Zone Committee
Summary/reflections of process to date

Meeting summary
Introduction
Paul Hodgson welcomed everyone to the meeting and welcomed Jenny Webster-Brown to help
finalise the reference statements for the group.

Reference statements – Jenny Webster-Brown
Jenny described the process a smaller group have followed to finalise the reference statements that
make the group’s vision measurable. The group made some changes to the wording of existing
statements and worked on some new ones focused on biodiversity. These will all be documented in
the group’s final report.

Bright ideas
Two members of the group had done some further thinking about solutions for the
Waikirikiri/Selwyn River. The group heard about the three ‘bright ideas’ and discussed their merit.
The ideas will be incorporated into the final report with careful wording to make it clear that not
everyone in the working group were present for the conversation and that consensus was not
sought on whether members agree with the ideas or not. The three ideas were:
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1. Encourage thinking about a step-change in farming in the Selwyn Waikirikiri catchment; an
idea based on innovation rather than regulation and assessing the on-farm cost of the huge
changes and technological advances needed to get ‘beyond best practice farms’.
Group members discussed the costs involved, some technical difficulties (e.g. only being able
to get carbon credits if your vegetation is planted in blocks), the fact that many farmers and
industry groups are already doing this work and spending the money, and that continual
support and expansion of existing work is needed.
2. Introduce a nitrate levy; an idea that aims to help achieve healthy river and healthy people.
A levy could be used to pay for the costs incurred by the rural community to test for and remediate their water supplies affected by nitrate pollution, as well as encourage polluters to
reduce their nitrate pollution.
Group members discussed the very real challenges of who pays for nitrate that is from past
practices, as well as paying for improvements for future generations. Conversations are
underway on this topic at a national level but to date have no real answers. A denitrification
barrier trial and the Managed Aquifer Recharge Trial are other projects underway to attempt
to deal with nitrates.
3. Encourage ECan and other relevant agencies to take a River/Catchment Carrying Capacity
approach; an idea that has arisen due to opinions that too much reliance is placed on
overseer. This idea suggests that triangulation is used, where three aspects are
assessed/modelled/collated at once – impacts on the river and nutrient loads, overseer (or
other tools), and inputs such as number of cows or tonnage of fertiliser.
The group discussed a variety of perspectives on this idea, and three members agreed to get
together to re-write the idea to reflect the questions and perspectives.

Finalising the work of the working group
Working group members discussed the list of recommendations, the draft report, and the process
for discussing achievements with the zone committee.

Actions:
1. Everyone:
a. Send through any comments or ideas to be incorporated into the final report
b. Send through a sentence or two for the report: what you got out of the
group/process, how to restore the river back to life, and what you personally have
learned
c. Let the convenor or facilitator know if you’re not happy about anything that will go
into final report
d. Send through any ideas about report-back to the committee, and ideas on what
could happen next for the working group or zone committee
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2. Facilitator:
a. Finalise and send out the draft written report with extra attention to the executive
summary and simplicity of the report
b. Look at how to incorporate/word the inclusion of the three new ideas we discussed
at the meeting
c. Ensure mahinga kai work is incorporated into the report

Next meeting
The working group will meet with the Selwyn Waihora Zone Committee on 4 June at Glentunnel
Community Hall. Papers and further information about the agenda and time will be e-mailed out in
advance.
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AGENDA ITEM NO: 4

SUBJECT MATTER:
Environment Canterbury update on
Swimmable Selwyn@Coes Ford Project

REPORT BY: Environment Canterbury

DATE OF MEETING: 4 June 2019

1. Summary
The Environment Canterbury Selwyn Waihora Zone Team’s primary focus for practical work in the zone is
the Swimmable Selwyn@Coes Ford project, as requested by the Selwyn Waihora Zone Committee.
Attached are two reports to update the committee on progress since the last update in October 2018; a
project update and a summary of water quality monitoring that is part of the project.
2. Purpose of the session
For the Selwyn Waihora Zone Committee to:
-

Listen to and ask questions about the project and science monitoring updates
Discuss the project and its next steps
Provide any feedback or recommendations to Environment Canterbury’s zone team

3. Zone Committee actions
Please come prepared for this session by:
1. Reading and considering the attached reports
2. Thinking of any questions you have about the project
3. Considering progress to date as well as what you’ve heard from the Waikirikiri/Selwyn Working
Group;
a. What is your feedback on project progress to date?
b. What assistance or advice could you offer to the zone team in the next phase of the
project?
c. What could improve the project and how could the zone committee assist with
implementing any improvement ideas?
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Update on Silverstream catchment (part of
Swimmable Selwyn@Coes Ford project)
4 June 2019

29 March, springheads planting with DairyNZ staff & ZC members
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Background - Chamberlains & Coes Ford (3-4km apart) routine weekly sampling (Nov-Mar)
Chamberlains Ford
– commonly suitable for swimming
Coes Ford
– at times unsuitable for swimming due to
high E.coli
Community priority – “Swimmable
Selwyn @ Coes Ford”, became a Zone
Committee priority
Silverstream catchment
– the significant contributor to high E.coli
(and other contaminants) in Selwyn River
at Coes Ford
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Since I talked to you last (October 2018):
• New ZC members – hello ☺
• Fish and Game - further work on Snake Creek & Silverstream, rebattering and plantings
• Community meeting, Nov 2018
- well attended, with property owners, scientists Duncan Gray, Meg Devane, Jon Harding, ZC
members, SDC staff and Councillor, Fish and Game, Zone Team
- Duncan Gray presented 2017-2018 water quality monitoring results
- Prof Jon Harding, CAREX – ecological damage from sediment, remedial bank battering,
plantings for shade and impeding overland flow
- Meg Devane ESR – sediment trap testing results – e.coli removal – from water column/bed
- Feedback from landowners – appreciated research undertaken to improve water quality
- openness to idea of planting springs on their property
- surprise that intermittently flowing drain may have significant impact
28

✓ Waterways stock excluded
- 3 main streams is now a ‘given’, no question
- awareness side drains/waterways require stock
exclusion
✓ FLU consents - all intensive properties now
operating legally with farming land use consent
✓ Ecan funded hot spot fencing completed
✓ 2 springheads planted
✓ New water sampling site on Silverstream for
e.coli, Duncan Gray has more on that…
✓ Still in touch with our partners, SDC, Fish &
Game, Carex, DairyNZ, ESR, Silverstream
Farmers Group, Synlait, Fonterra, Beef & Lamb

On the ground work in
the catchment
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Before and after hot spot
fencing, some examples
30

31

32

33
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Next steps…
• McGraths Creek sediment trap(s), some
willow control, plantings
• Promote property scale mitigations,
e.g. larger buffers, sediment traps,
potentially testing water in & out of
property
• Research company looking for site(s) to
field test a nitrate removing bioreactor
• May get global consent for work in the
catchment
• Continue knocking on doors in the
catchment – to involve everyone
interested
• Follow up properties due for farming
land use consents
• Feasibility report late June re potential
‘Coes Ford’ wetland, mahinga kai,
biodiversity and amenity values
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Silverstream
water quality monitoring

36

Faecal
source
tracking
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Concentration

Dot =
sampling date

Site

Box plot explained
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E.Coli 17/18

Unsuitable for recreation

Alert level
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E.COLI
Decrease

No difference No difference

Decrease

No difference No difference

2012/13
2017/18
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PHOSPHORUS

No difference

No difference

No difference

Decrease

No difference

No difference

2012/13

2017/18
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Nitrate

Increase

Increase

Increase

Increase

Increase

Increase

2012/13

2017/18

Silverstream u/s McGraths u/s Silverstream @ McGraths @
Snake @
Silverstream u/s
Chamberlains
Chamberlains Linc.-Leeston RdLinc.-Leeston Rd Linc.-Leeston Rd Selwyn
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Faecal source tracking
Ruminant

Or aged
• Sample CMB172490 - V. high ruminant, but no sheep or cow specific
• In absence of other ruminants likely to be an aged source – runoff or discharge.
• 0.5mm over previous 4 days, 11 mm 7 days previously.

• One sample- apply caution
Leaky plumbing?
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Rainfall influence on E.coli
All data from 10 sites
2012 and 2017/18
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Summary
• E.coli reduced in upper Silver Stream and McGraths
at Lincoln-Leeston Rd. Otherwise no change.
• No human faecal matter
• Ruminant and avian matter at all sites
• High levels of E.coli in the absence of rain
• DRP decreasing at McGraths at Lincoln-Leeston Rd.
Otherwise no change.
• Nitrate increasing at all sites
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AGENDA ITEM NO: 5

SUBJECT MATTER:
Zone Facilitator’s Report

REPORT BY: Miria Goodwin, Environment
Canterbury

DATE OF MEETING: 4 June 2019

Topics covered:
1. Recent and upcoming events
2. Progress on ‘actions from meeting’
3. Items of interest
1. Recent and upcoming events
Recent
•
•
•
•

5-10 May Untouched World’s Youth waterwise hikoi & final presentation (attended by Fiona,
Megan and Annie)
14 May attendance by Selwyn Waihora Zone Committee members at the Regional
Committee’s field-trip on Farm Environment Plans and independent audits (field-trip
summary attached)
16 May Environment Canterbury Regional Council declaration of a Climate Change Emergency
(Summary of decisions attached)
23 May presentation of Selwyn Waihora Zone Committee update to the Christchurch City
Council by Co-chairs (attached along with reports from Christchurch-West Melton and Banks
Peninsula Zone Committees)

Upcoming
•
•
•
•
•

10 June: Official opening of Haldon Pastures Mudfish Project – you’ve all received invitations
28 June is the next Te Waihora Co-Governors meeting
10 July: Megan and Les to attend Zone Committee Chairs and Deputy Chairs meeting
2 July: Next Zone Committee meeting will be focused on Biodiversity; topics and process will
be guided by the Zone Committee’s Biodiversity working group.
6 August: Zone Committee focused on urban water issues, and also likely to include update
from Allen Lim on mini plan change for commercial vegetable operation

2. Progress on ‘actions from meeting’
Name
ECan

ECan Zone
Team

Action
4 June 2019 update
Provide progress report against ZIP Addendum
Started, internal group
(and Selwyn Te Waihora Plan) outcomes/targets identifying process and
timeline, zone committee to
be kept in loop by facilitator
Update on lake margin wetlands and wet
Update will be provided at July
pasture
zone committee meeting
Update on possible purchase of land in lower
Update will be provided as
Silverstream
soon as more information is
available
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SWZC
Facilitator

Provide Dairy Monitoring Report when
completed
Provide information on Land use consent on
farms
Invite DairyNZ to future meeting to present on
large catchment project relating to dairy farms

CPW and
Synlait

Arrange update on monitoring of water quality
– where and how it is done
Arrange briefing on water balance for the zone
Arrange LINZ land adjacent to Rakaia River near
Te Pirita with high biodiversity values. DOC to
update committee
Arrange update on chlorination and drinking
water from Selwyn District Council staff
Answer further questions following the March
Zone committee meeting

Likely to be arranged for
September committee
meeting

Facilitator liaising with DOC re
latest update
Facilitator organising for
August committee meeting
Questions answered by Synlait
(see below)

Following the March zone committee meeting, in which the committee heard from a panel of speakers
about water management within the zone, the committee had some further questions for CPW and
Synlait, as articulated by Paul Hodgson.
Synlait’s answers were received on 7 May 2019:
1. What ISO system do you use instead of overseer?
We still use Overseer to calculate Nitrogen losses (and Greenhouse Gases). Our farm
accreditation system is called ‘Lead with Pride’ and it is ISO accredited. This system is
approved by ECan as the equivalent of a ‘Farm Environment Plan’ audit.

2. Within the Selwyn-Waihora zone:
a. What is the number / % of irrigators that have had the bucket test completed
on the centre pivots for irrigation schemes?
All our ‘Lead With Pride’ suppliers must complete a bucket test on all their
irrigation systems each year.
b. What quantity / % of water was saved as a result of completing the bucket
test on each farm?
We don’t have this information available
c. What is the number / % of irrigators that have installed smart irrigation
systems?
We don’t have this information available
d. What quantity / % of water was saved as a result of installing smart irrigation
systems on each farm?
We don’t have this information, but it is a requirement that suppliers meet all
of their consent requirements.
e. What is the status of compliance for any fish screens within your
farms/schemes?
Not answered
We do require in our ‘Lead With Pride’ system that suppliers install meters to measure all
dairy shed and stock water use.
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3. Items of interest
•

Rock weir brochure; See attached a brochure on Rock Weirs (A practical option to
improve instream habitat) created for the Ashburton Zone Committee with support
from Fish and Game, Ashburton District Council and Environment Canterbury

•

New ISO-Accredited Programme: NZ Good Agricultural Practice (NZGAP).
Environment Canterbury has recognised a programme designed to offer a robust and
consistent assessment of Farm Environment Plans prepared under the Land and
Water Regional Plan. NZGAP is the second organisation to have its ISO programme
recognised in this way. The first was Synlait Milk Ltd with its Lead With Pride™ programme
in 2017.
See link for further information and video: https://ecan.govt.nz/get-involved/news-andevents/2019/robust-assessment-of-farm-environment-plans-promoted/

•

Profiling zone committee members. Annie and Fiona have volunteered to help raise the
profile of zone committees through social media. See below for the first of these.
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Water Management Committees1 Update
Christchurch-West Melton, Banks Peninsula, Selwyn Waihora
Reference:
Contact:

Enter email address

Enter phone.

Lesley Woudberg

lesley.woudberg@ecan.govt.nz

027 706 4273

Miria Goodwin

miria.goodwin@ecan.govt.nz

027 809 6991

Diane Shelander

diane.shelander@ccc.govt.nz

03 941 8304

Peter Kingsbury

peter.kingsbury@ccc.govt.nz

03 941 8487

1. Purpose of Report
This report updates the Christchurch City Council on the work of the three water
management committees operating within the greater Christchurch City area for the period
March – May 2019.
2. Recommendations
That the Council;
a) Receives the report
b) Notes the work of each water management committee.
3. Christchurch West Melton Water Management Committee
The Christchurch West Melton Zone Committee have spent much of their time in the early part
of the year out and about in the community (eg. Riccarton Mall and Estuary Fest) talking about
what it means to become a Stormwater Super Hero.
The latest Stormwater Super Heroes are the Storminator™ Team from the University of
Canterbury who invented a device that can be retrofitteed to downpipes to remove zinc
contaminants. The Team received the Innovation Award at the annual Stormwater Conference
in Auckland.
The ZC also joined with the Waterways Centre at the University of Canterbury, Christchurch
City Council and Environment Canterbury to host two bus tours telling the “Christchurch Water
Story” from the banks of the Waimakariri River to the stormwater treatment plant at Bell Creek,
Lower Heathcote, and everything in between.
Approximately 70 people took the opportunity over two consequtive Saturdays to join the tours.

1

Water management committees are joint committees of Environment Canterbury and territorial local
authorities. They are established under the Local Government Act 2002. Their purpose is to facilitate
community involvement to give effect to the Canterbury Water Management Strategy.
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Along the way, participants learnt about how Christchurch City was vulnerable to flooding
from the Waimakariri River due to its positioning on an alluvial fan and the flood protection
measures in place.
Participants were also able to see what unconfined and confined aquifers looked like and
how the water moving through the groundwater system remained clear and of a high quality
between the Waimakariri River and Redwood Springs.
However, the visit to Bells Creek in the afternoon told a different water story.
Stormwater from the buildings and roads in the CBD flows directly into Bell's Creek.
Consequently, the creek has become polluted with heavy metals such as copper, zinc and
fine sediment and can’t support much aquatic life.
The tour concluded with a visit to a former football field turned retention basin and one day
urban forest in Linwood that will help filter contaminants from the water from Bell's Creek. A
final stop was the Christchurch City Council's new stormwater treatment plant at the bottom
of Bell Creek which removes the heavy metals from the water before pumping it out to the
Heathcote River.
Those on the tour also got to see some of the new wellheads Christchurch City Council is
installing so chlorination is no longer needed. People got to ask questions directly to council
staff regarding the chlorination of the city's water.
Participant John van Garderen said he learnt more than he expected to on the field trip. "To
be placed at the riverbank of the Waimakariri and then follow a drop of water through the
processes to my city home tap, with all the considerations needed to supply that valuable
resource, became to be seen by me as a privilege we have this water, rather than a right.
That it can arrive clean and drinkable, by means of careful control and considerations of
protecting the water environment by the combined Christchurch City Council, Environment
Canterbury and engineering interests is remarkable," John said.
Julia from the Styx Living Laboratory said the water zone committee’s idea of taking people
out and showing them first hand where Christchurch's drinking water came from was
"brilliant". "The fact that there was plenty of time for questions was great, especially with
sensitive issues like the chlorination of the water," she said.
Dirk van Garderen said he enjoyed seeing and experiencing some of the challenges as well
as triumphs involved in supplying Christchurch's water.
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Christchurch Water Story – Bus Tour participants at Redwood Springs March/April 2019
4. Banks Peninsula Water Management Committee
In April the Banks Peninsula zone committee caught up with some old friends in Little River
and Okuti Valley.
In 2014 the Little River/Wairewa catchment suffered three 100 year floods in the space of two
months. The community, supported by the Akaroa Community Board and the zone committee
worked together to form a special rating district across the catchment to undertake work to
mitigate flood events. This work is now into its fourth year.

Environment Canterbury River Engineer talking to Su Young Ko about willow clearance
along the Okana River, Little River April 2019
In addition, the committee caught up with Okuti community members for an update on the
Okuti River Project. The project has three key objectives; education, environmental
monitoring/streamside planting and investigating options for legal protection. The project has
received help from City Council Reserve Staff who have fenced off land owned by the Council
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so leaseholder’s cattle can no longer acess the river. The project has also received support
from Wairewa Rūnanga, Enviroschools, Lincoln and Canterbury Universities, Department of
Conservation as well as Immediate Steps Biodiversity funding from the zone committee and
Environment Canterbury.
Since the committee was established in 2011 they have supported 39 biodiversity projects
and invested $802,000 of Immediate Steps Biodversity Funding. The total value of these
projects equates to over a million dollars as applicants must contribute at least a third of the
total cost of the project. The committee will be reviewing a further six funding proposals during
its May meeting.

Members of the Banks Peninsula Zone Commuity with Alison Evans from the Okuti River
Project 2018

5. Selwyn Waihora Water Management Committee
The Selwyn-Waihora Zone Committee has arranged it’s 2019 meetings to ensure they focus
on all of the CWMS targets at some point in the year, and on important themes for the
committee. They have also decided to meet in locations throughout the zone to ensure strong
community engagement.
In March, with a focus on targets of water use efficiency, irrigated land area, energy security
and efficiency, reigonal and national economies, and environmental limits, the committee
hosted a panel of speakers from industry groups – Fonterra, Synlait and Central Plains Water.
The committee heard about progress towards meeting environmental and CWMS-related
goals, and were able to ask questions about challenges and successes for these groups.
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In April the committee met at Wairewa Marae in the
Banks Peninsula Zone. They explored Birdlings Flat,
discussed similarities and differences between the two
zones, and practiced their mihi. The meeting included
an overnight stay on the marae, and committee
members learned about mahinga kai through an exciting
night trip to catch tuna/eels.

The zone committee’s temporary working group (the Selwyn River/Waikiriri Plan Working
Group) has been working hard on their roadmap for the Selwyn Waikirikiri River. In June the
working group will propose to the zone committee a roadmap to achieve a healthy
Waikiriri/Selwyn River with healthy people. The working group is made up of a range of
interests including zone committee members, rūnanga, farmers, researchers, nongovernment organisations, community groups and local government, and has to date focused
on identifying what a healthy Selwyn/Waikirikiri River was and could be.
The committee has also:
•

hosted a planting day with Dairy NZ staff
at a spring-head that forms an important
part of their Swimmable Selwyn@Coes
Ford project

•

presented their 2018 Annual Report to
CCC, SDC and Environment Canterbury

•

contributed to the Christchurch City
Council’s Integrated Water Strategy

•

helped with the hikoi/first day of the Untouched World’s annual Te Waihora
Waterwise programme

•

Joined the Regional Committee’s farm-visit to look at ‘Farm Environment Plans and
Audits – are they just more paper or are they prompting real change?’
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•

Publicly profiled two new members of the committee to help raise awareness about
the zone committees and encourage others to joint committees.
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Attachment 5a

FARM ENVIRONMENT PLANS AND INDEPENDENT AUDITS
Are they just more paper or are they prompting real action?

Workshop and Field trip hosted by the CWMS Regional Committee
14 May 2019 - Dairy Farm, North Rakaia
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Full presentations can be found at https://www.ecan.govt.nz/data/documentlibrary/?ids=3625616,3533932,3476623,3461497,3461488,3426958,2950273,2433544,1929
055,3035217,3169466,3169471,3169475,3169478,3169490,3169500,3169509,3169518,31
69526,3169536,3169539,3169544,2991135,2991128
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Attachment 5b

17 May 2019
MEMORANDUM
From:

Louise McDonald, Senior Committee Advisor

To:

Council Officers

Subject :

Council Meeting 16 May 2019 - Summary of Decisions

AGENDA ITEM

OFFICER TO ACTION

1. Welcome & Karakia
2. Apologies

There were no apologies.
Cr Iaean Cranwell participated in the meeting via a Skype call from
Vancouver.

3. Conflicts of interest
Item 8.1
The chair advised that he was a member of Extinction Rebellion
Ōtautahi and that would vacate the chair for item 8.1 Climate
Emergency Declaration.
4. Deputations and petitions
There were no deputations or petitions.
5. Minutes of Council Meeting
The minutes of the 11 April and 30 April 2019 Council meetings were
received and adopted.

Louise McDonald

6. Matters Arising
There were no matters arising from the minutes.
7. COMMITTEE REPORTS
7.1. Standing Committees
7.1.1. Performance, Audit and Risk Committee
A minor correction was made to the resolution for item 5.3 of the 2 May
2019 Committee minutes to read:
2.
Approves the spend ($400k) in the Fit of Future project
retrospectively and recommends to Council that it’s delegation to the CE is
approved for the overspend for Fit of Future.
Resolved

Miles McConway
Katherine Harbrow
Vivienne Ong

That the Council:
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1. receives and confirms as a correct record the minutes, as
amended, of the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee meeting
held on 2 May 2019.
2. receives the summary of the financial reports for the year to 31
March 2019.
3. Adopts the updates Policy on Reserve Funds.
4. notes the resolutions made by the Committee under delegated
authority.
7.1.2 Regulation Hearing Committee
Resolved
That the Council:
1. receives the confirmed minutes of the Regulation Hearing
Committee meetings held on 11 April and 9 May 2019.

Alison Cooper

8. MATTERS FOR COUNCIL DECISION
8.1. Climate Emergency Declaration
Resolved
That the Council:
1.

notes that Environment Canterbury has long acknowledged
the importance of and urgent need to address climate
change for the benefit of current and future generations

2.

notes that Environment Canterbury already demonstrates
leadership in the face of climate change, including
incorporating climate change considerations into Council’s
work programmes and decisions; working with regional
partners to ensure a collaborative response; advocating and
engaging with Central Government; and leading by example
in reducing our in-house emissions

3.

notes that climate change does not satisfy the definition of
an “emergency” under the Civil Defence and Emergency
Management Act 2002, and that a declaration of a “climate
emergency” has no other inherent statutory or legal
implications; however such a declaration may further
highlight Environment Canterbury’s belief in the importance
and urgency of addressing climate change

4.

notes that further information on Environment Canterbury’s
recent and planned climate change response is provided in
Attachment A

Bill Bayfield
Katherine Trought
Sam Elder
Sam Bellamy
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5.

affirms the following statement:
“Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of and
urgent need to address climate change for the benefit of
current and future generations.
•

The science is irrefutable – climate change is already
impacting ecosystems and communities around the
world, with increasingly frequent and severe storms,
floods and droughts; melting polar ice sheets; sea
level rise and coastal inundation and erosion; and
impacts on biodiversity including species loss and
extinction.

•

The IPCC’s Special Report in October 2018 stated
that we have twelve years to turn greenhouse gas
emissions around to limit global warming to the
Paris Agreement target of 1.5-degrees, or face an
uncertain future. This requires ‘rapid and farreaching transitions in energy, land, urban and
infrastructure (including transport and buildings),
and industrial systems’ 1.

•

Everyone has a role to play in delivering the change
required.

As such, Environment Canterbury declares a climate
emergency and commits to continue to:
•

robustly and visibly incorporate climate change
considerations into Council work programmes and
decisions

•

provide strong local government leadership in the
face of climate change, including working with
regional partners to ensure a collaborative response

•

advocate strongly for greater Central Government
leadership and action on climate change

•

increase the visibility of our climate change work

•

lead by example in monitoring and reducing
Council’s greenhouse gas emissions.”
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8.2. 2019/20 Annual Plan deliberation
Resolved
That the Council:
1.

Receives the public submissions to the two revised policies
(Fees and Charges and Revenue and Financing Policy) as
provided on the Environment Canterbury website under 2019/20
Annual Plan.

2.

receives the feedback on the 2019/20 Annual Plan as provided
on Environment Canterbury website under 2019/20 Annual
Plan.

3.

receives the A3 summary report which has been circulated with
the agenda.

4.

receives and accepts the staff advice in the A3 summary report
and other attached documents.

5.

approves the 10.51% rate increase following making the
recommended changes to the 2019/20 Annual Plan.

6.

directs the Chief Executive to complete the finalise documents
for the 2019/20 Annual Plan and revised policies (Fees and
Charges and Revenue and Financing Policy) ready for Council
adoption 20 June 2019.

Miles McConway
Katherine Harbrow
Cecilia Ellis

8.3. Zone Committee Annual Reports: Banks Peninsula and

Waimakariri

Banks Peninsula
Benita Wakefield, chair of the Banks Peninsula Zone Committee presented
the Committee’s Annual report 2018. She thanked the Council for making
the climate emergency declaration earlier in the meeting. Much of what is
in the Annual Plan touches on climate change. Banks Peninsula has about
40% of Canterbury’s biodiversity and this needs to be protected. It is
important to support pest management strategies including the control of
pest weeds.
Waimakariri
David Ashby (chair) and Grant Edge (deputy chair) presented the
Waimakariri Zone Committee Annual report 2018. A highlight was the
development of their Zone Implementation Programme Addendum. The
emergence of the Next Generation Farming Group was a positive sign of
the interest in the community.

Katherine Trought
Lesley Woudberg
Sandy Bowman

The committee is looking a sub-catchment management plans to look at
issues in smaller parts of the zone. The first three will be on the east side
of the zone that includes coastal and settlement areas.
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Noting the David was standing down as chair, he was thanked for his
leadership. His work will continue as a committee member.
Resolved
That the Council:
1.

receives the Banks Peninsula Zone Committee Annual Report
2018.

2.

receive the Waimakariri Zone Committee Annual Report 2018.

1. Public Excluded
In the public excluded session, the Council received and endorsed the
public excluded minutes from the 11 April Council meeting that
endorsed the Public Transport Operating Model Procurement Strategy.
Next meeting – 6 June 2019
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Attachment 5c

Attachment A: Environment Canterbury’s key climate change work
CAPACITY AND CAPABILITY BUILDING
Action to
date /
ongoing

Action
underway
or planned



A Climate Change Integration programme was established through the Long
Term Plan 2018-2028 with the purpose of “supporting our communities to
become more risk literate and resilient to climate change."



New climate change webpages on the ECan website to better highlight climate
change issues in the region and ECan's work to address the likely effects.



Through the Mayoral Forum - established the Regional Climate Change Working
Group (Chaired by ECan’s Director of Science, with representatives from
territorial authorities and Ngai Tahu).



Review the existing process to better ensure that climate change is robustly and
visibly factored into Council decision making.



Through the Mayoral Forum - establishment of the Regional Climate Change
Steering Group (includes the Mayors and Chief Executives from ECan and
territorial authorities).



Consideration of other opportunities to demonstrate organisational best practice
to address climate change and demonstrate leadership.



Conduct long term monitoring to support climate change science, including for the
coastal environment, water, land and river flow rates.



Conducted modelling in the coastal zone of climate change induced hazards,
including modelling historic rates of coastal erosion and future projections.



Supported the region to adapt to the effects of climate change through building
high quality flood protection (stopbank) schemes, such as recently completed
Waimakariri scheme that protects over $8 billion of assets.



Assisting our partner councils in helping develop adaptation plans for areas that
are expected to be significantly impacted by climate change in the future.



Council has prioritised delivery of a step change in biodiversity protection through
the Long Term Plan 2018-2028, which will support mitigation of the impacts of
climate change.



Council has prioritised freshwater management in the Long Term Plan 20182028, which will increase community and business resilience to climate change.



Undertake an initial regional climate change risk assessment by June 2020.

ADAPTATION
Action to
date /
ongoing

Action
underway
or planned

TRANSITION AND MITIGATION
Action to
date /
ongoing

Leading by example through:


Commissioned the first carbon emissions report for ECan in 2018.



Greenhouse gas emissions – ECan has achieved a 26% reduction per staff
member in our greenhouse gas emissions since June 2010.



Carbon sequestration – ECan has removed 5,755.5 tonnes more greenhouse
gases than we have emitted through forestry (regional parks).
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Solar panels – ECan has just installed a 114 panel, grid tied solar system on the
roof of the Tuam Street building, with the potential to generate over 34.2kWh of
electricity per year.



Electric vehicles – ECan currently leases five elective vehicles from Yoogo and
aims to purchase its own electric vehicles in 2019/20, with a view to 50% of its
passenger vehicles being pure electric by 2022.



Travel reduction – ECan encourages staff to share taxis or use buses where
appropriate, and use video conferencing as an alternative to face-to-face
meetings where possible.

Public transport:


Leading a bid to Government for $1.3 billion in public transport investment to help
grow public transport patronage, thereby reducing the reliance on cars and
associated greenhouse gas emissions.



Through the Regional Public Transport Plan, the Council agreed a target to, as
far as practicable, transition the bus fleet to carbon zero by 2030, with all new
vehicles zero emissions by 2025.

Air quality:

Action
underway
or planned



Support the transition to more efficient home heating, with the Canterbury Air
Regional Plan rules and subsidies requiring and supporting households to
upgrade to Ultra Low Emission Burners and heat pumps.



Management of industrial emissions through the Canterbury Air Regional Plan.



Ongoing organisational emissions reporting every three years to track progress
and inform further action.



Identify opportunities to strengthen the Regional Land Transport Plan’s alignment
with the Government Policy Statement on Land Transport 2018 priority to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions from transport across the region.

ADVOCACY AND ENGAGEMENT
Action to
date /
ongoing

Action
underway
or planned



The Council voted to oppose new oil lease block offers in November 2016.



The Council submission in July 2018 on the Our Climate Your Say: Zero Carbon
Bill consultation acknowledged “the importance of and urgent need to address
climate change for the benefit of current and future generations”. It also called for
a strong framework and a net zero target approach to all gases.



The Council signed the Local Government Leaders’ Climate Change Declaration
in 2018.



Continue to demonstrate strong local government leadership on climate change.



Continue to advocate firmly to Central Government for urgent action in the face of
climate change, including progressing the Zero Carbon Bill and implementing the
recommendations from the Climate Change Adaptation Technical Working
Group’s Final Report.



Increase the visibility of ECan’s climate change work, including providing quarterly
updates on key matters.
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Attachment 5d

Most manmade drains are
straight and narrow, with fast
moving shallow water providing
little instream cover or habitat
for instream life.

Rock weirs provide a practical option for
landowners wanting to improve instream
habitat in their waterways.

Considerations for site selection
>> Straight section with shallow flow, uniform
depth and velocity will see the most benefit
from increased habitat diversity
>> Weirs can be installed as single structures
or in a series down a stretch of stream
>> Weirs should not have any influence on tile
drains, as long as they are higher than the area
behind the weir which has increased water level
>> To date weirs have been successful in drains
with annual average flows up to 200 L/s and
maximum flows up to 5,190 L/s.

Rock Weirs
a practical option to improve
instream habitat

>> If your waterway carries larger flows discuss
the project design with your local river engineer
at Environment Canterbury on 03 365 3828
to understand if you will require any
permissions to undertake the works.
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Image 1: Shallow flow, uniform depth and velocity in Windermere
Drain prior to weir installation

Image 2: Installed rock weir showing placement of boulders
creating slight slope downstream and armouring of stream banks

DIY steps to install a rock weir
› STEP 1

› STEP 2

› STEP 3

› STEP 4

Dig a trench

Install boulders

Another layer

Create slope

Dig a trench approx. 0.5m deep,
2 metres long and the width of
the stream bed. See figure 1.

Install a layer of large boulders
(0.3-0.5m in diameter) in the
trench to form a foundation
below the original bed level.

Add another layer of large
boulders on top of these to
create a weir which sits 0.3-0.5m
above the bed of the stream.

Place boulders on the stream bed
below the weir for an additional
0.5m-1.5m to create a sloping
face to the weir and reduce
erosion on the downstream side
of the weir in floods.

› STEP 5

› STEP 6

› STEP 7

› STEP 8

Spread shingle

Armour banks

Mark site

Series of weirs

Spread the shingle that was
excavated from the stream bed
trench on top of the weir to help
cement it together.

Armour the banks along the weir
with large boulders.

Mark the site and ensure that you
tell your drain cleaning contractors
not to remove the weirs.

If installing a series of weirs,
install the bottom weir first. The
distance between them should be
twice the distance of raised water
level due to the bottom weir.

Distance to next weir is twice distance of increased water depth
Distance of increased water
depth above weir

0.5m
2m

Figure 1: Diagram of stream bed trench and rock placement

Figure 2: showing distance between weirs when installing them in series
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Benefits of Rock Weirs
>> Immediately after you install the weir you will
see an increase in water level above the weir,
creating quiet, deeper water.
>> In the trial reaches, flood flows have eroded
gravels from below the weir to create pools up
to 1.5m deep; this gravel has been deposited
furtherr downstream to create shallow faster
flowing sections.
>> These features provide greatly increased
instream habitat diversity which is usually
lacking in man-made waterways.

Costs
The 41 weirs installed in Windermere & Taylors
Drains required approximately 2 cubic metres of
boulders each. In 2015 cost of boulder purchase
and digger time per weir was around $125.

Fish & Game has led a project with
the Hinds Drains Working Party
and local farmers to install rock
weirs in Windermere and Talyors
Drains. These weirs have proven
very successful in creating a
range of water depths, velocities
and habitat types more reflective
of a natural stream.
Image 4: Sites are being
annually monitored
by Fish & Game to
determine changes
in fish populations.
You can see here the
deep pool created
immediately below
the weir following a 1
in 50 year flood. The
weir has not moved in
the flood and there was
no erosion of the banks
around the weirs.

Need more information?

The Ashburton Water Zone Committee is a community
led committee supported by councils.

fb.com/canterburywater

Image 3: Digger excavating trench in stream bed for weir installation
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If you want to discuss your project with a
local river engineer contact Environment
Canterbury on 03 3653828 to understand
if you will require any permissions to
undertake the works.

